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Kitty Kelley’s malice in Oprah land
By Jeff Simon

Book Review

ARTS AND BOOKS EDITOR

A genius. It’s our culture’s
supreme accolade.
And that’s what Oprah Winfrey
is. No matter how proper and proprietary you are about the word –
which is so easily misused and
thrown around sarcastically – any
clear-eyed view of the reality of
American culture will inevitably
lead to the “G” word to describe
Oprah Winfrey and her impact on
both television and American life
of the past 30 years.
Here is one of the smartest critics of American television – Lee

Oprah: A Biography
Kitty Kelley’s gossip-ﬁlled 524-page
biography of the hugely powerful
cultural icon and queen of television talk.
Published by Crown, $30

Siegel in the New Republic on May
26, 2006 – absurdly exaggerating
to make the point on the occasion
of Winfrey’s “20th year as the host
of the world’s most inﬂuential talk
show”: Oprah Winfrey “is to television what Bach is to music, Giotto
to painting, Joyce to literature.”
It was Oprah, said Siegel, who

signiﬁed the cultural revolution
that allowed Bill Clinton to defeat
George H.W. Bush in 1992. Can
anyone doubt in 2010 that if there’d
been no Oprah, there’d never have
been a President Obama?
And that’s just her import in
politics. We’re not even talking
about her impact on books, televi-

sion itself and our very understanding of ourselves. That’s what
happens when you’re the Empress
of American Womanhood for as
long as she’s been.
And no one created Oprah Winfrey but Oprah Winfrey. She got
immense help along the way from
lawyers, TV producers, syndicators,
prescient early radio and TV people who hired her out of nowhere.
But Oprah Winfrey alone invented
the mind-boggling American phenomenon that is Oprah Winfrey.
At long last, we have that story
– as big as anything in contempoSee Oprah on Page C2

Edward Albee will attend the local staging of his controversial work

Be Well in WNY
By Charity Vogel

‘The Goat’ vs.
the status quo
By Colin Dabkowski /

Derek Gee/Buffalo News

E

John Fredo and Maggie Zindle in
“The Goat; or Who Is Sylvia?”

dward Albee
gets right to the
point.
Ask him, for instance, if his
2002 play “The
Goat; or Who is
Sylvia?” – in which the middleaged protagonist’s love affair with
a goat threatens to destroy his
family – is an absurdist metaphor
for problems that could arise in
any relationship. The reply will
come back curt and unadorned,
with a minimum of poetry and a
maximum of insight.
“The goat is not metaphorical,”
Albee said, adding a pointed and
unprintable catch-phrase about
the impossibility of having intimate relations with a metaphor.
“It’s that simple. It is a real man
and a real goat and a real love affair. And so what?”
There you have America’s preeminent playwright, who at 82
years old – after penning such
iconic plays as “The Zoo Story,”
“A Delicate Balance” and “Who’s
Afraid of Virginia Wolff?” and
racking up a towering collection of
accolades in the process – remains
the uncompromising, conventioncrushing provocateur he was at 30.
The ﬁrst local staging of the
play, which won Albee critical acclaim and raised its share of hack-
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Theater Preview
The Goat; or Who Is Sylvia?
Where:
Road Less Traveled Theatre, 639 Main St.
When: Opens Friday and runs
through May 22
Tickets: $30, $25 for seniors
and $15 for students.
Info: 629-3069 or visit
www.roadlesstraveledproductions.com.

les when it opened in New York
City, opens Wednesday in the Road
Less Traveled Theatre. The production is directed by Derek Campbell
and stars John Fredo and Maggie
Zindle. The pre-eminent playwright will visit Buffalo for several
days beginning May 9 as part of
the local company’s annual American Theater Masters series. While
in Buffalo, he will attend a performance of “The Goat,” participate in
the company’s annual fundraiser
and work with members of its New
Play Workshop.
Albee spoke to The News from
Houston – “the only city in Texas
I can tolerate,” he said – where he
is teaching a play-writing class at
the University of Houston. Albee
is no stranger to Buffalo, having
visited frequently in the mid-’60s
See Albee on Page C2

CNN’s top-rated talk host Larry King
finds the throne a little shaky
By David Bauder
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK – During a presentation
to advertisers last week in New York
City, CNN trotted out many of its big
names: Anderson Cooper, John King,
Sanjay Gupta, Candy Crowley, Nancy
Grace and Wolf Blitzer, among them.
Larry King, host of what is still one
of the network’s top-rated shows, appeared only in a ﬁlm clip that ﬂashed
by for a second or two.
These are troubled times for “Larry
King Live” as it approaches its 25th anniversary in June. The show’s viewership for the ﬁrst three months of the
year dropped 44 percent from 2009,

and it usually trails Fox News Channel’s Sean Hannity and MSNBC’s
Rachel Maddow in the time slot.
Once a pioneer, King now ﬁghts for
relevancy.
There was a time when such a
thought would be heresy.
“In the early days of the 1980s and
1990s, that was the place to go to get
interviewed,” television historian Tim
Brooks said. “Any politician, including
presidential candidates, had to be on
his show. That brought a lot of respect
to CNN, and to cable as well.”
King moderated a memorable 1993
debate between Ross Perot and Vice
President Al Gore. He even tried to mediate peace in the Middle East, bring-

ing Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat,
King Hussein of Jordan and Israel’s
Yitzhak Rabin together on a show. His
inﬂuence was equally big with entertainers. A list of names who have sat
across the table from King would take
in practically everyone in the entertainment business.
In those days, Larry King was
New Media. Today, entertainers
have many options, from visiting hip
hosts such as Jon Stewart to maintaining their own Twitter feeds. King was
never a challenging interviewer, but
now politicians can ﬁnd downright
friendly ones.
See King on Page C2
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Christine Popek of Orchard
Park and her son Eddie,
whose peanut allergy led her
to take community action.

Parents
hope survey
will zero
in on food
allergies

T

he Popek family believes there
are lots of kids out there like
their son Eddie, 4, who has severe allergic reactions to peanuts.
But they don’t know for sure.
That’s why Christine Popek, Eddie’s mom, is seeking to conduct –
through an awareness group she
founded last year – what may be a
ﬁrst for the region:
A large-scale survey of families
in Erie County who have allergic
children.
How many allergic children are
here? How severe are their allergies,
and what types of allergies are most
common – milk, nut, wheat? How did
the parents ﬁrst ﬁnd out their kids
were allergic? Have they had reactions as severe as anaphylactic shock?
Those questions and more are included in an online survey that
Popek’s nonproﬁt organization, Food
Allergy Support Services, is asking
parents and family members to ﬁll
out this spring and summer.
Names will be kept conﬁdential,
and results will be announced as an
aggregate number later in the
year – and used, Popek said, to
raise public awareness about
how many allergic children
there are living in Western New
York.
“We’re all just reinventing the
wheel,” said Popek, of families
who learn they have children with
food allergies. “And when you’re
scared, you’re alone. That’s not fair
– and it’s not right.”
“We need speciﬁcs,” she said. “If
we want to deal with state government, with local government – we
have to be able to give them a number. We want to know what kind of
See Be Well on Page C2
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Kelley paints Oprah as cold
OPRAH • from C1
ary American culture — told in
Kitty Kelley’s exhaustively researched book called “Oprah: A
Biography.”
It is, shockingly, ALMOST a
serious book. And to the degree
that it is at all, it becomes increasingly harder to read just at
the point where it is beginning
to become important — when it
begins to deal with what Oprah
Winfrey did ON THE AIR after
her influence over her fellow
citizens began to exceed that of
any other single American.
Kelley is justly famous for
roasting hugely popular figures
Associated Press
in massive biographical luaus. Author Kitty Kelley spent four years researching her book on
Her feasts on the reputations of Oprah Winfrey, but sometimes its essence gets lost in details.
Frank Sinatra, Elizabeth Taylor,
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis,
the Bush family, Princess Diana propriation.) It was announced hasn’t dealt with so many
and the British royals all sold by Knopf and then withdrawn damning truths about her own
by Oprah, according to Kelley, life (usually, as Kelley points
prodigiously.
In “Oprah: A Biography,” it after a serious meeting of all the out, when threatened with exis clear that Kelley never met a important people in her life, all posure). It’s that when the
toxic anecdote she didn’t like. A of whom urged her NOT to whole unofficial indictment is
spread out over 500 pages, the
book that starts out credibly as publish.
3. That — in a story from an- reader begins to suffer damnaa skeptical corrective to all of
Oprah Winfrey’s own stories of other book deal gone sour — tion fatigue.
A book that begins as jourher life — before she became she smoked crack regularly
nalistic skepticism is ultimately
the billionaire prophet of her with an old boyfriend.
4. That her relationship with impossible to distinguish from
own religion of Living Your
Best Life — turns into a fatigu- Gayle King is far more intimate malice. The result of all that
than her relationship with live- malice is to awaken reader
ing indictment.
Kelley’s Oprah isn’t the bea- in fiance Stedman Graham, skepticism.
It’s too bad. Kitty Kelley ofcon of candor and warmth and whom some refer to as merely
humanity her audience takes her “escort.” There is also, in ten seems devastatingly accuher to be; she’s close to a secret passing, a report of a kind of girl rate about the subject that occumonster of manipulation, disin- crush on Diane Sawyer involv- pied four years of her hard
genuousness, acquisitiveness ing such gifts as “gigantic labor and required marathon
and crazed, blind ambition. sprays of orchids that arrived research.
What Kelley describes so ex- after every one of Diane’s big ex“Eventually, Oprah created a
haustively sounds more like the clusives, the expensive Kiesel- new family for herself, one that
symptoms of a personality dis- stein-Cord handbag, the one- she felt she deserved and could
order than a pivotal American carat diamond toe ring.”
claim with pride. In place of her
5. That the warm, open fig- welfare mother with three illecareer. Among the counts in
ure America sees on TV is a gitimate children, she selected
Kelley’s indictment:
1. That family members deny cold, megalomaniacal diva the celebrated poet and author
(Maya Angelou), an autodidact
both the rodent-filled particu- when the camera is off.
Carefully note in Kelley’s list with no formal education belars and general miseries of
Oprah’s tales of early life. The of Oprah’s gifts to Sawyer the yond high school, who claimed
childhood they describe inclusion of the brand name of the title of Dr. Angelou because
through Kelley was far more the expensive handbag. It’s clas- of her many honorary decomfortable and spoiled than sic Kitty Kelley. It’s exactly why grees. . . Quincy Jones stepped
this book — which does some- into the role of her beloved unOprah’s preteen mythology.
2. That her hugely promiscu- thing important more than a cle. . . Gayle King was the adorous early teens — which result- decade after it should have ing sister Oprah had substituted in giving birth at 15 to a baby been done — is as enervating as ed for the drug-addicted
who died weeks later — includ- it may be significant (and Patricia Lee, and John Travolta
ed actual prostitution (a fact hence, less likely to be quite the seemed to replace her brother
outed by a half sister who died best-selling bell-ringer some ex- Jeffrey Lee, who died of AIDS.
Even (her father) Vernon Winof a drug overdose). Kelley goes pect).
It’s just a bit TOO much. frey was supplanted. Once
into some detail about Oprah’s
own stories of that — including That brand detail is one pre- Oprah met Sidney Poitier, she
actual use of the word “prosti- cious few will understand but bound him to her like a kind
tute” — in a book, tellingly, to be characteristic of Kelley’s factual and loving father.”
called “Oprah: An Autobiogra- overkill.
That too is way too much,
phy.” (Note Kelley’s steely apIt isn’t that Oprah herself but in a way that actually fos-

ters insight and not just knowledge of handbag brand names.
An even more startling insight is Kelley’s quote of Barbara Grizzuti Harrison, writing
in the New York Times Magazine that Oprah’s astounding
white female audience resulted
because “in a racist society, the
majority needs and seeks from
time to time, proof that they are
loved by the minority whom
they have been so long accustomed to oppress, to fear exaggeratedly and to disdain. They
need that love and they need to
love in return, in order to believe they are good. Oprah Winfrey — one-person demilitarized zone — has served that
purpose.”
Harrison is among the typhoon of writers and journalists (this critic included in my
description of Oprah’s Bill Clinton interview on the occasion of
HIS memoir) quoted by Kelley.
Nevertheless, you can always count on Kelley to make
questionable use of unnamed
sources. And God only knows
why a press agent who eventually had legal troubles gets
three pages for an unimportant
anecdote while utterly thrown
away is Whoopi Goldberg’s
judgment that after making
“The Color Purple,” Oprah reminded her of Lonesome
Rhodes, the power-hungry
monster in “A Face in the
Crowd.”
The book, then, now becomes both THE Oprah Winfrey source and a weird kind of
exorcism ritual. In other words,
now that all these tales out of
school have been collected under one roof, maybe they can be
burned away.
I, for one, had trouble plodding through despite being
quoted by name in her text.
I’m nothing but grateful that
Kelley’s book exists. I suspect
that the biggest secret of all
about the book is that its subject, in a way that she could
only confess to her mirror, may
also be grateful to have all that
info-bile secreted in one place.
Books will be sold, tales will
be told and retold, information
will be “out there” and then,
America being what it is, it may
all disappear.
And Oprah Winfrey can go
on living her best life — a life no
one could possibly have imagined before we saw it.
e-mail: jsimon@buffnews.com

Writing plays that can change you
ALBEE • from C1
for premiere productions of his
plays “Box” and “Quotations
from Chairman Mao Tse-tung”
at Studio Arena Theatre. He recalled his time here fondly and
praised former Studio Arena artistic director Neal DuBrock, a
champion of his early plays.
Albee’s association with
Road Less Traveled came about
through the Buffalo-based playwright Neil Wechsler, whose
play “Grenadine” Albee selected
as the winner of the inaugural
and highly competitive Yale
Drama Award in 2008. Albee
attended Road Less Traveled’s
world premiere production of
Wechsler’s play last September,
and was tapped by company cofounder and artistic director
Scott Behrend to return for a
production of “The Goat” and to
participate in its annual series,
which in past years has drawn
the likes of theater luminaries
Alec Baldwin and Eric Bogosian.
As a voracious reader of contemporary plays, Albee makes a
point to seek out and promote
gifted new playwrights like
Wechsler.
“You have to encourage real
talent where you see it,” Albee
said of Wechsler and his first effort, a comedy with echoes of
Samuel Beckett that follows
four characters on a quixotic
journey through an unfamiliar
landscape. “It is so infrequent,
and theater should be made up
of more of it. And I’m so tired of
the middle-class, middlebrowism of most theater.”
The theater, Albee said with
typical brevity, “shouldn’t leave
you where you came in. It
should do something to you.”
He noted the skyrocketing
prices for tickets, which can run
well upwards of $100 for a de-

Derek Gee/Buffalo News

Maggie Zindle and John Fredo play a husband and wife with
an unusual problem at the Road Less Traveled Theater.

cent seat for a Broadway production.
“Shouldn’t something happen to you for that money?” he
continued. “God, why spend
your time and your money going somewhere to have a theatrical experience if you don’t
learn something about yourself
and about the art of theater?”
“The Goat,” with its boundary-pushing premise and concern with bestiality — a topic
not alien to the minds of Western New Yorkers, given the recent controversy over sexually
explicit e-mails sent by gubernatorial hopeful Carl Paladino
— is nothing if not an affront to
what Albee sees as a pervading
lack of adventurousness in the
contemporary theater. It could
be his middlebrow-beating
masterpiece.

For Campbell, who directs
“The Goat,” the opportunity to
work with a script so tightly
constructed, meticulously written and endowed with so many
levels of meaning is both an
honor and a particularly daunting challenge.
“On the surface it’s tense,
muscular,” Campbell said of Albee’s language. “Within that
tough form there’s a very, very
precise musical orchestration
that assembles the language.
When you begin to work on
that, you start to break through
the surface and realize how
richly endowed it is with inner
life and meaning.”
Campbell stressed that the
play was not explicitly “about”
bestiality, but rather deals with
the tragedy of a man and a family suddenly confronted with it.

He urged audiences not to be
put off by what most will consider the play’s taboo subject
matter:
“There is a very profound
and serious artist at work here,
and if we get hung up on the
sensational aspect of it and
can’t get beyond that, then
we’re going to lose what is an
enormously provocative and
moving and challenging text.”
As for Albee, he said one of
his goals with the play is to get
audiences to think beyond their
traditional moral hang-ups and
consider society’s more pressing issues.
“There are so many other
values that we should be examining, and I don’t think falling
in love with whomever or whatever you fall in love with is one
of the corruptions of our society. I think greed and stupidity
and laziness and totalitarianism are far more dangerous,” he
said. “Most people have values
that they haven’t examined for
a very long time. And so I like to
shake things up now and
again.”
Or, as Albee put it in a 2004
speech to a group of students in
Boston: “Each play is an act of
aggression against the status
quo.”
“I just adore that,” Campbell
said of Albee’s conviction.
“That’s understandable coming
from the mouth of an aspiring
25-year-old playwright who is
determined to make his mark,
but to keep that as a governing
philosophy for nearly 50 years
is truly an astonishing tribute to
the kind of internal quest that
he’s on. And, of course, ‘The
Goat’ is a perfect example of
that maxim in work.”
e-mail:
cdabkowski@buffnews.com

Allergy increase
is puzzling
BE WELL • from C1
a group we’re dealing with.”
The group’s Web site,
www.cleanoutthepantry.org,
contains the survey form, which
may be found by clicking on the
“surveys” page. At the end, the
survey may be sent to the group
with the click of a mouse.
“Families would like more
services,” said Popek, who conducted an initial test of the survey form with 20 families earlier this year. “They want
somebody to listen.”
Popek, of Orchard Park,
founded Food Allergy Support
Services Inc. after she learned
in 2007 that her eldest son, Eddie, has a severe peanut allergy.
The Popeks discovered that
when Eddie, at age 1, ate a dot
of peanut butter on a cracker
and immediately went into a reaction.
Even today, Eddie cannot
even smell or touch a fleck of a
peanut without being covered
in hives. Amounts as minuscule
as traces of peanut in dog’s saliva, or a kiss from a friend who
has eaten a peanut-butter sandwich, are enough to cause him
to have a reaction, Christine Popek said.
“Eddie has never had anaphylactic shock,” his mom said,
referring to the most severe
form of allergic reaction, in
which a person has a systemwide reaction and can stop
breathing. “He’ll get hives. I still
have to look [everywhere he
goes]. He can’t just play.”
Nationally, health experts
have said that food allergies in
U.S. children are on the rise.
Data from the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Disease shows that 6 percent to

8 percent of children under 4
are currently dealing with a
food allergy.
In adults, data shows, the
rate is 3.7 percent.
Doctors are still puzzling out
the answers to what is causing
the increases in allergies to nuts
and other foods among kids,
but parents like Popek think a
lot more could be done to raise
awareness in the homes,
schools, grocery stores and restaurants of Western New York.
For instance, she said, most
restaurants in Buffalo Niagara
do not have cooks and staff
members trained on how to
handle patrons with food allergies. That makes daily life challenging for families with allergic children — who often can’t
partake in “normal” activities
like eating out, birthday parties,
and the like.
And in many schools, there
is still a lack of awareness about
how to keep food-allergic children safe, Popek said.
“Some people think parents
of allergic children are overreacting,” she said. “But put yourself in their shoes for a day. Picture yourself going to the
hospital because your child got
exposed to a drop of milk.
“All of these allergies can result in anaphylactic shock.”
The survey takes about 5 to
10 minutes to complete, Popek
said.
Families with questions
about food allergies or the survey can contact Food Allergy
Support Services at 662-4660.
Watch this column space later this year for news about the
results.
e-mail: getwell@buffnews.com or
cvogel@buffnews.com

CNN has bigger
problems than King
KING • from C1
It leaves King with pleasant
but meandering chats with Willie Nelson, or the chance to talk
to Martina Navritolova about
her cancer treatment. On the
day Conan O’Brien agreed to go
to TBS, King brought three reporters in to chat about it.
Think about it. When was
the last must-see Larry King interview?
For a network based in Atlanta and with a large New
York office, King usually works
out of Los Angeles. His executive producer since 1992,
Wendy Walker, works from her
home in San Diego, where CNN
has built a control room for her.
Some who know King suggested that’s a disconnected arrangement, and wonder whether he is getting the support he
needs in booking and promotion. If you see an ad for CNN,
it’s far more likely to feature
Cooper or Blitzer.
CNN would not make King,
Walker or network President
Jon Klein available for interviews.
King’s simple, conversational style often annoys people
who want interviews with more
rigor and preparation. His supporters believe the everyman
approach has been underestimated but worry that King, at
age 76, is losing a step. Mistaking Roman Polanski for Charles
Manson earlier this year was
cringe-worthy. Last week, King
seemed unaware of “Family
Guy.” And when he asked Jerry
Seinfeld if he decided to end his
popular sitcom or was it canceled, it became an Internet embarrassment.
“It’s almost as if he’s interviewing on automatic pilot and
he’s picking up a ballgame
through his fillings,” said Gail
Shister, who teaches TV criticism at the University of Pennsylvania.
King is also going through a
divorce with his seventh wife,
Shawn King. He filed papers
Wednesday shortly before she
also sought to end the couple’s
nearly 13-year-old marriage.
Both cited “irreconcilable differences.”
His show averaged 759,000
viewers the first three months
of the year, according to the

Nielsen Co. That’s less than half
of his peak year, in 1998, when
“Larry King Live” drew 1.64 million viewers each night. As recently as 2003, King averaged
1.54 million.
CNN contends he has been
hurt this year by a slow news cycle compared with the busy first
few months of the Obama administration in 2009. Other
news shows are down, too, both
on CNN and MSNBC. Direct
competitor Maddow is down 38
percent. Only Fox News Channel has been flourishing lately.
King shows no indication of
wanting to leave, and takes
great pride in an upcoming citation by the Guinness Book of
World Records in June as the
longest-running host of the
same show on the same network in the same time slot. He’s
been in broadcasting more than
50 years. “I’m basically still just
a little Jewish kid from Brooklyn,” he told students at George
Washington University last
month. “I still do enjoy it.”
CNN hasn’t shown any signs
that it wants him out. “Larry
King Live” is still one of the network’s most popular programs,
and the network has bigger
problems with which to deal.
King has no heir apparent,
either, no regular substitute
host. Klein has made a point of
saying that when King leaves,
CNN is not tied to plugging a
different person into the same
kind of show.
Circumstances could force a
change. What if Katie Couric
decides to leave CBS News
when her contract is up next
year and expresses an interest
in that slot? Cooper is a CNN favorite and might work better in
an earlier time slot.
With an audience dominated by older viewers, easing
someone out is fraught with
peril.
“Larry is a legacy there,” said
Frank Sesno, a former CNN
Washington bureau chief and
now a professor at George
Washington University. “They
have to handle this very, very
carefully. Any time there is
someone of Larry King’s stature, they are going to have a big,
loyal, dedicated following.
That’s the base. And the first
rule of politics is not to alienate
your base.”
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